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Abstract
The internet has evolved to have a complex top-level
domain name system, in which generic top-level domains
such as .com and .org coexist with country-code top-level
domains such as .UK and .JP. In this article, the history
and significance of this hybrid naming system is examined,
with specific attention directed to the manner in which it
simultaneously reproduces claims to globalism, state
sovereignty, and the presumption of United States
hegemony. It is found that the domain name system
affirms the centrality of the sovereign state while
concurrently challenging its underlying basis in an
idealized nexus of nation, government, and territory. These
themes are explored through case studies of two Pacific
island microstate domains: .PN (Pitcairn Island) and .NU
(Niue).
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INTRODUCTION
Peter Taylor begins his book The Way the Modern World Works (Taylor,
1996) with an observation about hegemony and language in global
telecommunications. He asserts that true hegemony is fairly uncommon. A
state that has the power to bend others to its will is not necessarily
hegemonic. For Taylor, hegemony involves more than being dominant
militarily, politically, culturally, or economically. Rather, a hegemon’s
combined social power is so awesome that its values and desires define the
field of interaction. A hegemon’s identity becomes fused with that of
the global system, leaving other states’ identities to be scripted only as
‘exceptions’. 

Taylor buttresses this definition of hegemony with two examples from
international communications conventions. Postal conventions developed
during the 19th century decreed that each state would print its own postage
stamps, and that each stamp would bear the name of its issuing state. The
exception was the United Kingdom, whose stamps needed no state
identification. The international system was a British system and British
nationality was accepted as the ‘default’ nationality (or, perhaps, as the
‘internationality’). To this day, postage stamps issued by the United Kingdom
are the only ones that do not contain the name of the issuing state. Taylor’s
second example comes from the internet, a medium of the late 20th/early
21st century, in which the United States has been hegemonic. Taylor
contrasts his email address at what was then his home institution in England
(newcastle.ac.uk) with his email address when he had been a visiting scholar
at Virginia Tech (vt.edu). As is the case with the postal system, the
hegemon’s power is assumed.

While this vignette demonstrates that the internet is a site of uneven
social power, it also suggests that the internet lies in a border zone between
globalism and statism. The internet could have been constructed as an arena
in which every site clearly was associated with a state (in which case each
United States-affiliated site would contain a .US suffix) and it could have
been constructed as a purely non-state space (in which case every website
would have a generic top-level domain name such as .com, .edu, or .org
and country-code top-level domain names such as .UK and .JP would not
exist). The hybrid system that emerged – with generic domain names
predominating inside the United States and country-code names prevalent
elsewhere – combines claims to globalism, sovereignty, and the over-arching
power of the hegemon, much as was achieved by the 19th-century British
with respect to the postal system.

It follows that the internet is neither a space that is solely the sum of pre-
existing state territories, nor is it a space where the authority of the state is
universally transcended. Rather, it is a space wherein the continual tension
between globalist flows and statist claims to territorial sovereignty are being
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renegotiated (Steinberg and McDowell, forthcoming). In this article, we
examine this renegotiation by focusing on two Pacific Island microstates
that, in very different ways, have used their internet domain names to
construct new ‘virtual’ identities outside the idealized nexus of nation,
government, and territory that typically legitimizes state sovereignty in the
modern global political system.

STATES AND SIGNIFICATION
Because an internet domain name is just that – a name – and not a material
country, we launch our study from a perspective informed by semiotics, the
study of symbols and signs, particularly as applied to social phenomena
(Gottdiener, 1995; Hodge and Kress, 1988). This emphasis parallels the
concerns of a number of poststructuralist international relations theorists
who stress that the web of power relations that confer authority on the state
system and individual states is textual as well as material. A state’s power is
derived, at least in part, from its designation as a state, and this designation
is reproduced as it and other states interact with each other according to the
established rules and languages of international relations (Biersteker and
Weber, 1996; Der Derian and Shapiro, 1989; Ó Tuathail. 1996).

The role of signification in the maintenance of the state system can be
elucidated by expanding on an example provided by Saussure (1986)
(although our analysis of this Saussurian example uses a perspective closer to
that of Peirce (1931–58)). As Saussure illustrates:

We assign identity, for instance, to two trains (‘the 8:45 from Geneva to Paris’),
one of which leaves twenty-four hours after the other. We treat it as the ‘same’
train, even though probably the locomotive, the carriages, the staff etc. are not
the same. Or if a street is demolished and then rebuilt, we say it is the same
street, although there may be physically little or nothing left of the old one.
How is it that a street can be reconstructed entirely and still be the same?
Because it is not a purely material structure. It has other characteristics which
are independent of its bricks and mortar; for example, its situation in relation
to other streets. Similarly, the train is identified by its departure time, its route,
and any other features which distinguish it from other trains. (Saussure,
1986/1916: 107, emphasis added)

In other words, when we refer to two different trains as ‘the 8:45 from
Geneva to Paris’ we are combining the signifier of a train (the word ‘train’)
and the signified of a train (our concept of a train) and applying them to
the train’s functional, rather than material manifestation. This is not to say
that the material train does not exist outside of its functionalist
representation. However, the referent that emerges from our signification is
embedded with functional properties (identity across a regular interval of
time) that are not inherent in the material object. The fact that our language
embeds these characteristics within the sign of a train suggests that certain
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functional properties of a train (its regularity and predictability in space and
time) are of high social importance when we interact with the signified
concept (the train). It follows from this line of argument that while trains
are material constructs that exist logically prior to signification, the idea
of a scheduled train as a single, regularly-recurring entity is a function of
our signification. If this act of signification proceeds to shape our
expectations (for example that trains will run on time), as well as our overall
ideal of mobility (for example that the world is one that can be traversed
with reasonable predictability, given the appropriate mechanical
infrastructure), and if individuals and institutions plan their activities around
these ideals, then we can assert that signification not only reflects the material
world but even plays a role in constructing it.

A similar phenomenon with regard to signification and the construction
of concepts as occurring with regularity in time and space pertains to states.
As Anderson (1991) notes, the concept of a nation is built upon the
(imagined) ideal that there is a community which has both continuity across
time and permanency in space. When this ideal is merged with that of the
territorial state (that a state has uninterrupted control over a swath of
bounded land), we see the emergence of the concept of the nation-state:
the idealized confluence of government, nation, and territory. The ideology
of the modern territorial nation-state is based upon the ideal that the
bounds of a state’s territory neatly coincide both with the area over which a
state government exercises sovereign authority and with the area wherein
residents identify themselves as members of a single, indivisible nation.
Thus the state is portrayed as a ‘natural’ community, fixed in space and
beyond the variability of time.

While the state-ideal is founded in the state’s claim to transcend the
constraints of present-day exigencies, in actuality all states have clearly
defined temporal boundaries, with few going back more than several
hundred years and with even fewer displaying the history of territorial and
national integrity implied by the modern ideal (Agnew and Corbridge,
1995; Newman, 1999). Thus, acts of signification play a role in constructing
the state-ideal, and these in turn underlie the basis of governmental
authority. For example, when we see the Canadian flag (or the word
‘Canada’, or a map of Canada) we think of it as representing the state
known as Canada. But would Canada as a state – a concept that embodies
an idealized confluence of government, nation, and territory, with some
permanency in time and space – exist if it were not so signified? The
materiality of Canada – its governmental entities, individuals, and places –
would still exist, but one can argue that the state exists, at least in part, as a
function of its signification.

Transformations in the signification of statehood are particularly
noteworthy, because for several decades scholars have been asserting that the
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traditional bases of the modern sovereign state are under attack, whether
from intercontinental missiles that deprive the state of its territorial
protection function (Herz, 1959), multinational corporations that prevent
states from controlling their economies (Vernon, 1972), or information flows
that disable modern notions of citizenship and territorial integrity (Wriston,
1992). Taken as a whole, a convincing argument may be made that increased
global flows of information, commodities, and currency are leading to a
‘deterritorialization’ of the state that is undermining the ideal of the nation–
government–territory nexus that historically has provided the ideological
foundation for state power. As new levels of global mobility and interaction
make the links between nation, government, and territory ever more
tenuous, states (and other political actors) scramble to construct new bases
for legitimizing their participation in social activities that traditionally have
been reserved for state actors (that is domestic governance and international
relations). Efforts at reterritorialization are likely to involve new ways of
conceiving the state, engendering new ways of constructing related concepts
such as sovereignty and citizenship, and integrating aspects of social life and
methods of signification not traditionally associated with state authority
(Albert, 1999; Doty, 1999; Mandaville, 1999).

Few could dispute that the internet is an arena of state signification
wherein this reterritorialization is occurring as, for example, when a
Japanese corporation establishes a website based in France with a .DE suffix,
but whose referent to ‘Germany’ is neither to the territory where the server
is located nor the nationality of the site’s administrators or users. The
government of a state generally claims the affiliation of individuals and the
control of space, and thus, at the most radical level, one may contend that
the state signification occurring on the internet constitutes a fundamental
reformulation of state identity. According to this argument, new ‘states’ are
being created on the internet, freed from the nation–government–territory
nexus that historically has formed the ideological foundation of a state’s
existence. A slightly less radical version of this interpretation is that while
state signifiers on the internet are not constructing new states, they are
contributing to a reterritorialization of existing states, as states gather new
sets of resources to redefine their scope and foundation. Alternately, the
internet may be seen as a parallel universe of floating state signifiers that
point to ‘virtual’ states, a development that is one component of a broader
trend within postmodern capitalism in which individuals increasingly
encounter and consume the ‘hyperreal’ world of signs rather than the ‘real’
world of materiality (Baudrillard, 1988). According to this interpretation, the
existence of non-traditional state signification on the internet is indicative of
a general trend in the role of signs in society, but it is not necessarily
transformative of the signified objects (the material states). Yet another
possible interpretation is that the signification of ‘virtual’ states on the
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internet represents little change at all, but simply the continuation of a
flexibility in state signification that always has been present in the modern
state system.

In this article, we explore these questions concerning the rise of virtual
states and the maintenance of the state system. The following section
presents a brief history of the internet domain name system. This is followed
by sections on state signification in the country-code top-level domains of
Pitcairn Island (.PN) and Niue (.NU). These sections are followed by a
conclusion in which we attempt to assess the import of state signification on
the internet.

GENERIC AND COUNTRY-CODE TOP-LEVEL DOMAINS
Despite its origin as a communications system for the United States military
and its later incarnation as a venture of the National Science Foundation, all
indications are that the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
envisioned an internet in which there were no state signifiers and in which,
more generally, overt intervention by state institutions or reproduction of
state borders would be kept to a minimum. IANA, based at the University
of Southern California and headed by Jon Postel, was contracted by the
United States government to design and maintain a system of internet
domain names. IANA initially created seven generic top-level domain names
(gTLDs) that could be used by an entity wishing to register its own second-
level domain name: .com for commercial entities, .edu for educational
institutions, .net for networks, .int for organizations established by
international treaties, .mil for the United States military, .gov for
governmental entities within the United States, and .org for all other
registrants.

At the same time that these gTLDs were established, IANA, in ‘an
uncharacteristic lapse of consistency on the part of early internet designers’
(Mueller, 1998: 92), established a parallel structure of country-code TLDs
(ccTLDs). As Postel later recalled, the establishment of the ccTLDs was
‘pretty much an afterthought after a lot of debate about what the original
[gTLDs] should be . . . Most of the people involved at that time didn’t
think the country codes would be used for much’ (Wall Street Journal, 1997).
In fact, within a short amount of time, the gTLDs came to be perceived
internationally as US TLDs (hardly surprising given both their history and
the fact that two out of the seven gTLDs were reserved for United States
government entities), and registrants in countries around the world (except
for the United States) flocked to their ccTLDs (Mueller, 1998). Although
gTLDs remain the most popular on the internet (as of February 2002,
almost 90 percent of all registered domain names had a .com, .net, or .org
TLD (Domainstats, 2002)), several ccTLDs also have achieved high rates of
usage.1
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Postel and his associate Ann Cooper acknowledged in a 1993 report that
the TLD system had deviated from IANA’s original plan:

Even though the original intention was that any educational institution
anywhere in the world could be registered under the EDU domain, in
practice, it has turned out with few exceptions, only those in the United States
have registered under EDU, similarly with COM (for commercial). In other
countries, everything is registered under the 2-letter country code, often with
some subdivision. For example, in Korea (KR), the second level names are AC
for academic community, CO for commercial, GO for government, and RE
for research. However, each country may go its own way about organizing its
domain, and many have. (Cooper and Postel. 1993)

In this same report, Cooper and Postel announced a reorganization of
gTLDs and the barely-used .US ccTLD, .gov would be reserved solely for
the Federal government, and .edu would be reserved solely for institutions of
higher education. United States governmental bodies below the Federal level
and educational institutions below the level of four-year colleges would
adopt names reflecting a geographic hierarchy, ending with the .US ccTLD
(for example http://www.dep.state.pa.us for Pennsylvania’s Department of
Environmental Protection).

In practice, the TLD system has mutated still further since this
reorganization, as casual websurfers have learned to hone in on .com, .net,
and .org. Thus, for example, the United Nations has established its website
at http://www.un.org, not http://www.un.int (the latter URL is associated
with a listing of permanent missions to the UN), and the State of Florida
has established its website at http://www.myflorida.com, not www.state.fl.us
(although this URL automatically forwards to www.myflorida.com). The
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), which
in 1998 assumed most of IANA’s functions, effectively has acknowledged
that the distinction between .com, .net, and .org has been obliterated. A
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) sheet on the ICANN website follows its
explanation of the procedure for registering a .com domain name with this
question and answer:

Q: What are the rules for registration of .net and .org names?
A: They are the same as for .com. Traditionally, however, names in .net have

been used by organizations involved in Internet infrastructure activities
and .org is frequently used by not-for-profit organizations. (ICANN
2001a, emphasis added)2

In November 2000, ICANN announced seven new gTLDs – .aero, .biz,
.coop, .info, .museum, .name, and .pro – and these became operational in
2001 and 2002 (ICANN, 2001b).

When IANA began assigning ccTLDs, it chose to utilize the ISO 3166–1
list, a series of two-letter country codes that the International Standards
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Organization had already begun assigning to countries in 1974 (ISO, 2001).
While the ISO list is derived primarily from a list of country names
published by the United Nations, it also assigns unique codes to a number
of inhabited overseas territories. Thus, as of February 2002 there were 189
countries with seats in the General Assembly, but 239 ‘countries’ on ISO
3166–1. Not wishing to enter the politically murky ‘business of deciding
what is and what is not a country, nor what code letters are appropriate for
a particular country’, IANA/ICANN has declared that it will adhere strictly
to ISO 3166–1 in assigning ccTLDs (IANA, 2001).3

In other words, even though the internet was envisioned as an arena that
would transcend the territorial divisions of the world, the domain name
structure reproduces these divisions. As Wilson (2001: 64) writes: ‘Despite
the potential to develop as a supranational system, the naming convention
for cyberspace reinforces the existing geographic delimitation of space.’ This
finding is in keeping with others who have suggested that the internet,
rather than transcending divisions among and within states, reproduces
them, whether through its use for state promotion (Brunn and Cottle,
1997), through tendencies for one web page’s links to refer
disproportionately to web pages associated with the same host country
(Halavais, 2000), or through the physical location of internet infrastructure
(Dodge and Kitchin, 2001).

Given the unexpected utilization of ccTLDs (outside the United States),
it seems incontrovertible that the internet, to at least some degree, exists
within and reproduces the state system. However, there is disagreement
about the extent to which the naming system reproduces United States
hegemony. Mitchell et al. (1997: 262) write that the use of gTLDs in the
United States and ccTLDs elsewhere is merely an ‘historical anachronism’,
and similar positions are taken by Abbate (1999), Mueller (1998), and
Wilson (2001). These authors note that when the internet began, practically
all institutions with a web presence were located in the United States, so
there was no need to use the US ccTLD. As other countries’ institutions
began to claim a web presence, these entities desired ccTLD identifiers, and
thus the present system evolved wherein a gTLD effectively is shorthand for
association with the United States.

Despite these apparently innocent origins, outside the United States the
tendency for American firms to use .com rather than the US ccTLD is seen
as arrogant (Mueller, 1998; Shaw, 1997), and it appears that there is no
consensus as yet as to whether .com signifies a ‘global’ or an ‘American’
presence. For example, while http://www.nokia.com points to the Finnish
firm’s international website (from which one can link to Nokia’s United
States subsidiary at http://www.nokiausa.com), http://global.toyota.com
points to a website intended solely for United States customers (Toyota’s
international website is found at global.toyota.com). Outside the United
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States, the national subsidiaries’ websites of both countries are generally
located at URLs designated by the national ccTLD (for example http:/
/www.toyota.it for Toyota’s Italian subsidiary). In apparent recognition of
.com’s continuing association with the United States, an international business
consultant advises companies outside the United States to use ccTLD names
as well as .com, so that they will appear to be offering ‘local solutions’
(Hodgson, 2001a). (In April 2002, the rules governing the .US ccTLD were
changed yet again, permitting non-governmental entities and individuals
within the United States to register .US names. It remains to be seen whether
the .US ccTLD will receive wide usership among the general population
given the popularity of gTLDs among North American internet users.)

While it seems likely that this privileging of the United States in the
internet domain name system was unintentional, intent is not necessary for
the reproduction of hegemony. Indeed, a key indicator of hegemonic status
is that one’s authority is so pervasive that dominance is projected in the
absence of intent. Given this definition of hegemony, it appears that the
internet naming system has all the signs of reproducing United States
hegemony. First, the hegemon defines its own naming system as the generic
standard. Second, other states are ‘given’ opportunities to define themselves
on other terms, but these other terms are sub-optimal for would-be global
actors. Third, as entities outside the United States abandon their ccTLDs to
clamor onto the .com bandwagon, they reproduce the status of the
hegemon’s standard as global norm.

Before one launches an attack on American cyber-imperialism, however,
it should be stressed that hegemony is a double-edged sword. As with all
hegemonic practices, the domain naming system is notable for its
inclusiveness as well as its reproduction of hierarchy. Indeed, hegemony
reproduces hierarchy through inclusiveness. In one sense, United States
hegemony, on the internet as elsewhere, offers the promise of democracy.
Entities outside the United States are invited to adopt the .com gTLD
alongside United States companies, rather than being relegated to the minor
leagues of .UK, .JP, and .FR. However, by making this move, these non-
United States entities acknowledge that success on the global economic
scene is dependent upon developing an ‘American-style’ name, and this
involves becoming a late entrant in a system that remains controlled by
United States firms and institutions.4

While the structure of internet domain names may reproduce the broad
contours of the United States-led state system, it does so in a manner that
calls into question the nation–government–territory relationship that
discursively underlies each state within that system. Thus, even as the
internet domain system reproduces hegemony, it simultaneously renegotiates
its basis. Perhaps this reconfiguration of the nation–government–territory
nexus is most evident in the relatively insignificant role given to
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governments in the administration of ccTLDs. Rather than empowering
each national government to manage its ccTLD and assign second-level
domain names ending with that ccTLD, IANA/ICANN invites anyone to
apply to manage a ccTLD, essentially parceling out management functions
on a first come-first served basis.

IANA’s original criteria for designating a ccTLD manager were outlined
in 1994 in Request for Comments 1591 (Postel, 1994), which decrees that
for each ccTLD there must be one individual designated as administrative
contact and one as technical contact. The administrative contact must reside
in the country whose ccTLD he or she is managing. Additionally:

The designated manager is the trustee of the top-level domain for both the
nation, in the case of a country code, and the global Internet community.
Concerns about ‘rights’ and ‘ownership’ of domains are inappropriate. It is
appropriate to be concerned about ‘responsibilities’ and ‘service’ to the
community. (Postel, 1994: 3–4)

‘The designated manager must be equitable to all groups in the domain that
request domain names’, ‘significantly interested parties in the domain should
agree that the designated manager is the appropriate party’, and the
designated manager must possess the technical skills and authority to
maintain that country’s internet infrastructure (Postel, 1994: 4). A developing
country ccTLD may be assigned to a ‘proxy’ manager in instances where the
manager is unable to provide domain service to the entire country, but
where the manager will use operation of the ccTLD to bring service to the
country in question.

Significantly, the classic elements that constitute a state (nation,
government, and territory) are downplayed or entirely absent from these
guidelines. There are no requirements that either the managers or the users
of a ccTLD be nationals of the country in question, and governments are
given no explicit role at all. While the administrative contact must reside in
the territory of the country and the manager must competently provide
service (or work to bring service) to residents, there are no requirements
that either the server that hosts the domain or the users be physically
located in the country’s territory. A country’s government may apply to be
manager of its ccTLD – for example, the manager for .KE is the Republic
of Kenya – and, if a non-governmental entity such as an individual, a
university, a non-profit organization, or a corporation is designated manager,
the country in question may enact legislation that restricts its operation. But
while a state government’s authority over internal affairs is recognized, its
status as sole, sovereign representative of nation and territory in relations
with other sovereigns is not.

As indicative of the status of the internet as an arena in which the basis of
state power is being renegotiated, the past few years have seen a series of
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attempts to reinsert the formal role of state governments (although not state
territories or national identities) into global internet governance. A 1999
memo, Internet Coordination Policy (ICP) 1, clarified and revised RFC
1591, adding that ‘the desires of the government of a country with regard to
delegation of a ccTLD are taken very seriously. The IANA will make them
a major consideration in any TLD delegation/transfer discussion’ (ICANN/
IANA, 2000). Although this document explicitly notes that governments are
legitimate interested parties, governments still are not given anything
approximating sovereign authority over operation of their country’s domain
structure. In practice, there has been an unwritten rule that if a government
wants to directly administer its ccTLD it receives priority over all other
applicants (Shaw, 1997). But even under this unwritten rule and in the
guidelines specified in ICP 1, governments are conceived of only as first
among potential applicants, not as a special class of applicants with sovereign
authority.

The most recent attempt to give governments a formal role in ccTLD
governance does recognize state sovereignty. In 2000, ICANN began
developing a model contract that would formalize the relationship between
ICANN, ccTLD managers, and national governments. According to the
most recent draft of this model contract, selection of a manager would be
made by the national government, and ICANN would be required to
reassign ccTLD management if the government were to assert that the
manager had violated national laws (ICANN, 2002). This latest reassertion
of state sovereignty on the internet is part of a broader trend toward
increasing the role of governments in global internet governance (Wall Street
Journal, 2002). To date, however, the incorporation of state governments
remains partial and the replication of state territories and national identities
are almost entirely absent.

This weak expression of the government–nation–territory link is
frequently mirrored in the criteria that administrators have established for
entities wishing to obtain a second-level domain under a ccTLD. Although
some national governments have enacted strict requirements regarding the
connection between users of a ccTLD and the signified country’s territory
or national identity (requiring, for example, that corporations using the
ccTLD be incorporated in that country), in many cases, ccTLD
administrators have established much murkier links between the ccTLD and
its nation, government, and territory. For example, German web registry
rules require that an entity wishing to register a second-level domain under
the .DE ccTLD should provide a German address, but ‘it can be your
company’s, your brother’s or your dog’s address’. Many other countries, such
as the United Kingdom, South Africa, New Zealand, and Mexico do not
require even this level of territorial connection. ‘These are countries where
anyone can register whether you’re a 14-year-old hacker or [a] corporation’
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(Lloyd, 1999). As of 1998, there were over 60 ccTLDs that required neither
local residence nor local incorporation (Mueller, 1998).

Thus the internet domain structure supports the system of sovereign states
and its underlying power differentials but it is also, simultaneously, in
opposition to the idealized nation–government–territory nexus that lies at
the root of this system. Country signifiers exist, but the administrators of
these signifiers (the ccTLD managers) have unusual latitude to construct
new significations of countries, liberated from the nation, government, and
territory referents that normally are pointed to by country-name signifiers.
In the next sections of this article, we examine how the administrators of
two ccTLDs – Pitcairn Island (.PN) and Niue (.NU) – have gone about this
signification, and we follow this with a consideration of how these new
forms of state signification may be precipitating and/or reflecting changes in
the system within which states interact and within which state legitimacy is
constructed.

PITCAIRN ISLAND
Pitcairn Island is located 3300 miles from New Zealand and 4000 miles
from Chile. A two square mile volcanic rock with a population of about 50,
the nearest inhabited land is the French Polynesian island of Mangareva
(pop. 600), 300 miles away. Pitcairn’s steep cliffs and its location at the
intersection of two major wind fronts make the construction of an airstrip
there impossible and the landing of ships treacherous. The island is an
overseas territory of the United Kingdom, administered by an appointed
governor serving out of the British Consulate in New Zealand, with the
cooperation of a locally-elected Island Council. Its ISO country-code is PN.

Pitcairn was uninhabited until 1790, when it was settled by nine
mutineers from the HMS Bounty, together with six abducted Tahitian men
and 12 Tahitian women. Ten years later, all of the 15 male settlers were
dead, save one (12 had been murdered by other members of the group, one
had committed suicide, and one had died of natural causes). In 1808,
Mayhew Folger, an American seal ship captain, stumbled upon the island.
Captain Folger found the sole male survivor, John Adams, leading a
makeshift civilization with 10 surviving women and 23 children. Adams, no
doubt fearing execution in England, told Folger how he had played a
moderating role in the mutiny and, once the ruffians on the island had
killed each other off, how he had ‘civilized’ the Tahitians and their mixed-
race children through Bible study and the teaching of Christian morals.
Although probably only partially true, Adams’ story earned him a pardon
from the British government, and his redemptive journey from sinner to
civilizer of savages became a staple of 19th-century Anglican sermons.
Following the publication of Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall’s
semi-factual Mutiny on the Bounty trilogy in 1932, and the subsequent
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production of ‘almost 3,000 articles, hundreds of books, dozens of
documentaries, and five feature films’, the Pitcairn mutineers have become
the object of many Westerners’ romantic dreams, and it is likely that
‘Pitcairners have had more ink spilled on their behalf, per capita, than any
other people in the world’ (Benton, 1999).

Many of the stories about Pitcairn have been at least partially fictional
(beginning perhaps with Adams’ story to Captain Folger) and, considering
the sparse number of outsiders who actually encounter the island, the
material land that lies beneath a reference to Pitcairn in a sermon, movie, or
academic article (that is the physical Pitcairn Island with its 50 inhabitants)
is overshadowed by the signifieds emanating from all the other works that
claim to represent the island. Although Pitcairn does exist as a real place, for
most outsiders it exists solely as an image of romantic isolation, escape, and/
or a resilient and moral community surviving in the face of all odds and in
spite of the unsavory character of its founder members.

In this context, Pitcairners have seized upon the .PN registry as a way to
obtain revenue from selling romantic web-users ‘a piece of virtual real estate
in this remote Pacific Paradise!’ The homepage for the .PN registry (http://
www.government.pn/PnRegistry/PnRegistry.htm) reminds the reader that
Pitcairn is the ‘home of the Bounty Mutineers’, and the page features an
image of the island together with a reprint of a Pitcairn postage stamp
portraying the HMS Bounty. A second page (with the heading ‘The
Mutineers chose well!’) (http://www.government.pn/PnRegistry/Plans.htm)
highlights the problems of communications on Pitcairn, buttressed by an
‘old-fashioned’ map of the island, surrounded by water. This page makes its
appeal for domain-name registrants by informing the viewer that proceeds
from domain name sales will go toward bringing the internet to this island,
‘one of the most remote spots on Earth’. Like John Adams 200 years earlier,
the website implores Western readers to support the settlers’ efforts to bring
civilization to the savages, so that ‘the schoolchildren on Pitcairn can “surf
the Net” just like kids from schools in the big city.’ (The website fails to
note that at present there are only three school-age children on Pitcairn.) A
third page (http://www.government.pn/PnRegistry/auction.htm) features
images of the HMS Bounty and mutiny leader Fletcher Christian, with the
heading, ‘Oo-arr me hearties, The Greatest Domain Names on the PlaNet
be up for auction!’

These web pages take great pains to connect the signifier .PN with the
signified Pitcairn Island that exists in the minds of all who visit the site and
are familiar with the Pitcairn story. Indeed, the registry site makes no effort
to tell visitors anything about the island except that it is the home of the
Bounty mutineers and that it is isolated. Rather than introducing websurfers
to Pitcairn Island, the British territory in the Pacific populated by a
dwindling number of Euro-Tahitians, the website reproduces the Pitcairn
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Island portrayed in the Bounty films, a rugged land of perseverance and
escape. The .PN signifier thus is manipulated to point to a signified which,
on the one hand, is that of a country called Pitcairn Island but which, on
the other hand, is not the nation–government–territory nexus that normally
is signified in the sign of a country’s name.5

The .PN website thus bypasses the material island to refer to a virtual
island of living mutineers. The irony is that ‘citizenship’ on this virtual island
is open to websurfers around the world but is off limits to the actual
residents of Pitcairn (who lack internet service and whose only
telecommunications connection is a sporadic party line). Thus, the .PN
signifier, although purporting to represent a country, points to a virtual
island with no government, no nation, and no territory, but simply a
historic image.

NIUE
While the signified established by the managers of the .PN ccTLD may
have little resemblance to the material Pitcairn Island, the ccTLD does point
to Westerners’ pre-existing ideal of the island as a land of resilient mutineers.
By contrast, the managers of .NU – the ccTLD for the Pacific island nation
of Niue – have constructed a set of meanings that are completely
disassociated from Niue.

Niue, with a population of just under 2000, is the world’s smallest self-
governed territory, although it maintains a relationship of free association
with New Zealand, 1500 miles to the southwest. The .NU ccTLD is
managed by the Internet Users Society-Niue (IUS-N), a not-for-profit
corporation based in Massachusetts. While .PN is marketed through
references to a place (or, at least, to an imaginary place that the .PN
signifier is idealized as approximating), the .NU signifier points to an
entirely placeless signified. Indeed, in promoting the domain name to
potential investors and customers, administrators stress that the value of the
.NU ‘brandname’ lies precisely in its placelessness. IUS-N’s 1997 press
release introducing the domain states:

Other Country Code Domains include .UK in Great Britain, .SE in Sweden
and .JP in Japan. Because Niue is a little-known country, unlike Japan or the
United Kingdom, for example, its Country Code domain name carries little
national identity outside its borders. It is therefore expected it will become
popular not only because of its affiliation with a Polynesian island paradise, but
also because of its ‘newness.’ Examples of .NU Domain names registered for
the ‘new’ meaning include www.really.nu, www.its.nu, www.internet.nu and
www.so.nu.

In addition, the word ‘nu’ means ‘now’ in Scandinavian languages (Swedish,
Danish, Norwegian and Dutch [sic]) and several hundred Scandinavian users
have already rushed to register names like www.peace.nu, www.surfa.nu and
www.musik.nu. (IUS-N/SIN 1997)6
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The homepage for the .NU registry (http://www.whats.nu) contrasts
sharply with that for .PN. Not only is the NU site ‘slicker’ than the PN
site, but the homepage contains no clue that .NU is intended to represent a
country, let alone the country of Niue. Whereas the .PN registry homepage
features numerous graphics of the island, as well as links to the Pitcairn
government website and the websites of two information clearing houses
run by and for off-island Pitcairn enthusiasts, no such links are found on the
.NU registry site. One could easily follow the .NU registration links and
have no idea that one is signing up for a domain name that has any
association with Niue. There is an ‘About. NU’ page that explains the
ccTLD’s history and purpose (http://www.whats.nu/about/about.cfm), but
even this page is intriguing for its absences. The ‘About. NU’ page notes:

[IUS-N’s] primary mission is to fund the development of the Internet
infrastructure in Niue, provide free or low-cost Internet connectivity for the
people of Niue, provide for technology transfer and education in the Internet
and computer use, and other related activities in Niue.

However, nothing on this page informs the reader (who most likely has
never heard of Niue) that Niue is a country, let alone a tiny island in the
Pacific Ocean with fewer than 2000 residents. Nowhere on the site are
there links to information on the country of Niue. Although the company’s
first news releases after its November 1997 launching mentioned its
association with the country of Niue, these references disappeared from the
boilerplate corporate profile after April 1998.

Instead of associating NU with a country, the marketers of the ccTLD
associate it with the hipness of ‘new’ or ‘now’ (depending on one’s
language). Simultaneously, the ccTLD is marketed simply as two letters that
mean nothing but that provide an alternative for a company whose desired
.com address is already occupied (hence the slogan, ‘.NU: The
un.COMmon domain’). IUS-N has been extremely successful with this
strategy, as presently over 100,000 domain names are registered with the
.NU suffix (VeriSign, 2001). Meanwhile, .NU’s success has enabled its
managers to live up to their community-service commitment, making ‘Niue
. . . the only nation in the world, to our knowledge, with free Internet
services for all residents’, according to the president of IUS-N (IUS-N/SIN,
1999). The introduction of internet service to the island has sparked a
relatively active Freenet (http://www.niueisland.nu) and a daily online news
service (http://www.niuenews.nu). The government of Niue also uses its
website (http://www.gov.nu) for posting news releases and community-
oriented announcements, although its relationship with IUS-N has not been
without conflict (Vivian, 1999).7
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STATE RETERRITORIALIZATION ON THE INTERNET
At first glance, ccTLDs such as .NU and .PN appear to challenge the
essence of modern statehood. Their very existence suggests a threat to the
idealized nation–government–territory nexus that underlies sovereignty in
the global political system of states. On closer examination, however, the
impact of these virtual states may not be so radical. There is a long history
of country signifiers ‘floating away’ from the country to which they purport
to refer as material relations of distance and connection interfere with the
ideal of sovereignty. For example, in the North American telephone system
Canada and the Caribbean have United States-style area codes while,
conversely, Alaska and Hawaii were long treated by United States Federal
Communications Commission regulations as ‘international’. Indeed, the very
history of the ISO 3166–1 list, whereby isolated territories were assigned
distinct ‘country’ codes regardless of their sovereign status, reveals that, for
some purposes (in this case, the provision of global postal services),
recognition of material distance takes precedence over the symbolic
reproduction of the nation–territory–government ideal. Similarly, the weak
association between corporate identities and country signifiers on the
internet is exemplified when, for example, a Japanese corporation maintains
a .DE domain website hosted on a server located in France, has antecedents
in corporations that establish foreign subsidiaries, and then markets their
products as ‘local’.

The case studies presented here have antecedents as well. Niue has
established what could be called a ‘TLD of convenience’. This strategy bears
a strong resemblance to a ‘flag of convenience’, which is created when a
country’s government disassociates its country signifier from the
corresponding nation or territory, and establishes a regime of minimal
governmental regulation so as to create a ‘business-friendly’ national identity
for international shippers. Likewise, Pitcairn’s strategy resembles that of a
‘postage stamp republic’ which seemingly exists as an independent entity
solely in the domain of stamp collectors, and for which the selling of stamps
generates a substantial portion of the country’s revenue. Under both of these
strategies of disassociation there emerge cycles of image production and
image consumption that are alien to the territory or people of the countries
being represented. Territory and national identity become irrelevant, as
affiliation with a country signifier is reconstituted as a legal mechanism
available to any entity willing to pay the price.

Given these historical antecedents, it seems to us that the import of
floating ccTLD signifiers does not lie in any challenge that they, in and of
themselves, pose to the nation–government–territory ideal. Neither do we
believe that these floating signifiers reflect a significant diminution in the
sovereign state as the basic unit of civic identity and territorial governance.
Baudrillard’s (1988) suggestion that we are entering a new era in which we
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experience the world as a series of floating signifiers offers a somewhat
more plausible explanation, but our analysis suggests that this explanation
too is partial at best. The fact that there is a history of floating country
signifiers suggests that any change represented by the internet domain
system is at most an incremental and continual transformation, rather than a
revolution in how we experience reality in a postmodern era.

As an alternative, we suggest that the import of ccTLDs such as .NU and
.PN lies as much in how they reproduce the state system as in how they
either reflect or engender its transformation. For us, the most startling aspect
of these country signifiers is that they exist at all, given that they lack
material association with nation, government, or territory, and that they
occupy an arena of communications that was created with pretensions of
transcending the division of the world into sovereign states. To interpret the
persistence of these floating state signifiers, we turn away from attempts at
identifying acts (whether symbolic or material) that reproduce or challenge
state authority. Instead, we focus on the continual process of
reterritorialization by which state institutions (and their signifiers)
continually are reconfigured in a manner that navigates between
contradictory imperatives (Albert, 1999; Doty, 1999; Mandaville, 1999).
With reference to internet domain names, this contradiction is most
explicitly between the imperative for mobility across an undifferentiated
space without state boundaries, versus the imperative to symbolically
reproduce the state as a fundamental organizing unit of society (and thus to
legitimize and empower it as a guarantor of investments and protector of
intellectual property rights).8 The initial attempt to construct the internet as
an arena of communication that would transcend state borders, as well as
more recent attempts to institutionalize the role of governments in ccTLD
administration, represent instances in this ongoing and uneven process of
state reterritorialization.

To conclude, the internet has a political geography that ranges from the
inconsistent to the seemingly absurd: gTLDs such as .com and .org exist
side-by-side with ccTLDs such as .JP and .UK. United States-based
institutions almost never identify their country of affiliation while national
signifiers are the norm in most of the rest of the world; some ccTLDs are
closely controlled by, and affiliated with, recognized territorial nation-states,
while others refer to imaginary places and others go to great lengths to
obscure that the code ever was intended to signify a country.

Although the naming system renegotiates the state system and undermines
the ideological basis of the modern state, it also reinforces that system
(including its uneven power relations). Thereby, it serves both to maintain
the system and preserve its flexibility. The internet has emerged as an agent
and arena of reterritorialization, neither simply reproducing the state as an
abstract ideal nor transcending its divisions. Rather, the internet and its
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naming system serve as an arena in which we renegotiate our
understandings of the concept of statehood while, simultaneously, we
reaffirm the broad contours of the global political system that for centuries
has defined the fundamental parameters of civic identity and governmental
authority.

Notes
1 A count of hosts per TLD serves as a rough approximation of registered domain

names per TLD. Although .net and .com each have more than six times as many hosts
as the largest ccTLD (.JP/Japan), 12 ccTLDs have more hosts than the next most
popular ccTLD, .org (ISC, 2002).

2 When administration of the .org gTLD is transferred to a new organization in 2003 it
likely will reclaim its exclusive association with not-for-profits (Hodgson, 2001b).

3 The one exception is that the United Kingdom’s ccTLD is .UK, while its ISO
3166–1 listing is GB. The assignment of .UK was made before IANA adopted the
ISO 3166–1 list (IANA, 2000).

4 Over time, the administration of the internet has become somewhat more
internationalized. There has been a progressive distancing from the United States
government as internet co-ordination has devolved from the Department of Defense,
to the National Science Foundation, to IANA, to ICANN. Also, the abolition of
Network Solutions Inc.’s monopoly as registrar for all .com, .net, and .org domains
has allowed non-United States entrants into this sector of internet governance.
Nonetheless, both of these devolutions have been limited (Hodgson, 2001b; Shaw,
1997).

5 The .PN registry website does contain a link to the Pitcairn government website
(http://www.government.pn/homepage.htm), which contains links to pages offering
information for tourists, an official history of the island, and the Pitcairn Island
Philatelic Bureau. Even these sites, however, emphasize the island’s history and image,
not its present-day situation.

6 The press release fails to note that ‘nue’ also means ‘naked’ in French, suggesting an
opportunity for the .NU ccTLD to make inroads in the French pornography market.

7 Other countries adopting strategies similar to Niue include American Samoa (AS),
Cocos Islands (CC), Laos (LA), Mauritius (MU), Moldova (MD), Tonga (TO),
Turkmenistan (TM), Tuvalu (TV), and Western Samoa (WS) (Hodgson, 2000; Lloyd,
1999; Murphy and Smith, 1998; Sullivan, 1998; ‘What’s Nu’, 1997; Wilson 2001).

8 This contradiction is discussed in detail in Steinberg and McDowell (forthcoming).
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